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SEGA SAMMY Group—Constant Reform

Long-Term Changes
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The Group continues self-reform to reflect the entertainment industry’s ever evolving business conditions.
These include dramatic changes in the pachinko and pachislot machine market due to regulatory revisions as
well as shrinking markets for amusement arcade machines, amusement centers, and packaged game software.
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Pachislot and Pachinko Machine Business
Amusement Machine Sales Business
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Consumer Business
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Other
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Effect of revision of regulations
pertaining to Entertainment
Establishments Control Law
emerges
October 2004
Management integration

¥119.1

Earnings decrease due to
non-recurring factors

• Net sales of our existing amusement centers in Japan decrease
year on year

billion

Operating income
trends toward recovery

• Lower unit sales of pachislot
machine business due to postponing release of some titles

• Consumer Business segment
moves into black

Posts highest-ever earnings

¥68.7

• Brisk sales of pachislot machines
• Kids’ card game becomes blockbuster
• First operating loss since
management integration

¥−5.8

billion

• Decline in unit sales of pachinko
machine business reflecting
market bias toward certain
major titles

billion

• Market share of pachislot machine business
increases to more than 30%

• Pachinko machine
business increases
unit sales

• Amusement Center Operations achieves
profitability for full fiscal year

¥19.0
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Pachislot and Pachinko Machine Business

2008/3

2009/3

Amusement Machine Sales Business

Although Pachislot
and Pachinko Machine
Business grows earnings
through mainstay title
sales, earnings below
initial target

2010/3

2011/3

2012/3

¥38.5

billion

billion

2013/3

2014/3

Consumer Business

Amusement Center Operations
Shift from Reliance on Pachislot Machines to Balanced Portfolio
(Net sales)

5%

Fiscal 2005

79%
Pachislot machines

Fiscal 2014

Number of Amusement Centers in Japan

62%

16%
Pachinko
machines

35%

Number of Packaged Game Software Titles

Growth of the Digital Game Area

(SKU)

(Net sales, Billions of yen)

Fiscal 2005

Fiscal 2014

Fiscal 2005

Fiscal 2014

Fiscal 2013

Fiscal 2014

477

198

84

32

29.7

40.0

Other 3%

In response to changes in cyclical demand for pachinko and pachislot
machines following regulatory revisions, we have been building a
better-balanced product portfolio. By strengthening developmental
capabilities for pachinko machines, we have reduced the reliance on
pachislot machines that characterized the product portfolio at the
time of management integration.
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In the Amusement Machine Sales Business segment, we have been
trying to invigorate the market by stepping up the development of
business models that lower amusement center operators’ initial
investment. Meanwhile, the Amusement Center Operations segment
has been optimizing its amusement center portfolio by continuing
to close or sell amusement centers with low profitability or potential.

In the packaged game software area, which continues to shrink as
the online game content market expands, we have been streamlining developmental organizations in North America and Europe
decisively, narrowing down the number of titles under development,
and improving investment efficiency.

Established in July 2012, SEGA Networks, Ltd., leads initiatives in the
digital game area, which is growing rapidly thanks to a combination of abundant developmental resources and a team specializing
in building business models.
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